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Abstract
In this paper we investigate the existence of 5-MGDDs of type mn. Some new incomplete
transversal designs are also given.
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1. Introduction
We assume that reader is familiar with the basic concepts in design theory such as
transversal design (TD), Latin square, resolvable design, etc. For general information
and notations see [11]. Here, we recall the denition of GDD.
A GDD is a triple (X;G;B) which satises the following properties:
1. G is a partition of a set X (of points) into subsets called groups,
2. B is a family of subsets of X (called blocks) such that a group and a block contain
at most one common point.
3. Every pair of points from distinct groups occurs in exactly  blocks.
The type of the GDD is the multiset {|G|: G ∈G}. We shall use an “exponential” no-
tation to describe group type: so type tu11 t
u2
2 ; : : : ; t
us
s denotes ui occurrences of ti; 16i6s
in the multiset. We also use the notation GD(K;M ; ) to denote the GDD when its
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block sizes set is K and group sizes set is M or K-GDD when its group sizes are not
specied.
If K= {k}; M= {n}; =1, and the group type is type nk , then the GDD becomes
a transversal design, denoted by TD(k; n). It is well known that the existence of a
TD(k; n) is equivalent to the existence of k − 2 MOLS of order n.
Now we give the denition of modied group divisible design which was rst in-
troduced in [5].
Denition 1.1. Let X be a set of mn points where the points X are denoted as (xi; yi);
06i6m − 1; 06j6n − 1: Let B be a collection of subsets of X (called blocks),
which satises the following conditions:
1. |B|= k for every block B∈B;
2. Every pair of points (xi1 ; yj1 ) and (xi2 ; yj2 ) of X is contained in exactly  blocks,
whenever i1 = i2 and j1 = j2.
3. Each pair of points (xi1 ; yj1 ) and (xj2 ; yj2 ) with i1 = i2 or j1 = j2 is not contained in
any block.
Then we call (X;B) a modi5ed group divisible design and denote it by (k; )-MGDD
of type mn. When =1, we just write k-MGDD of type mn. The subsets {(xi; yj) |
06i6m − 1} where 06j6n − 1 are called groups and the subsets {(xi; yj) |
06j6n− 1}; where 06i6m− 1 are called rows.
The modied group divisible designs are motivated by the existence problem of
resolvable group divisible designs and other constructions of designs. An application
can be found in [6]. It has also been generalized in [16].
By simple calculation, we can easily obtain the following necessary conditions for
the existence of an MGDD.
Lemma 1.2. The necessary conditions for the existence of an (k; )-MGDD
of type mn are that m¿k; n¿k; (nm + 1 − m − n)≡ 0 (mod (k − 1)) and
nm(nm+ 1− m− n)≡ 0 (mod (k − 1)):
In [5] it is proved that the necessary conditions are suLcient when k =3. However,
when k =4; these conditions are not suLcient. A counter example is that an 4-MGDD
of type 64 does not exist because two mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order 6
does not exist.
The following simple but useful lemma comes from the denition of MGDD.
Lemma 1.3. A (k; )-MGDD of type mn exists if and only if a (k; )-MGDD of type
nm exists.
In this paper we are interested in 5-MGDDs of type gt . From Lemma 1.2, the
necessary conditions for the existence of such an MGDD with g; t¿5 are tabulated
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below:
g (mod 20) Condition on t
2; 4; 8; 12; 14; 18 t≡ 1 or 5 (mod 20)
0; 6; 10; 16 t≡ 1 (mod 20)
3; 7; 19 t≡ 1 or 5 (mod 10)
11; 15 t odd
9; 13; 17 t≡ 0 or 1 (mod 10)
1; 5 t¿5
Now let
A= {11; 13; 15; 17; 19; 23; 27; 29; 31; 33; 39; 43; 51; 59; 71; 75; 83; 87; 93; 95; 99; 107;
111; 113; 115; 119; 131; 135; 139; 143; 167; 173; 179; 183; 191; 195; 243; 283;
411; 563}:
B= {35; 95; 135; 215}:
We remark that A is the set of values for which a (v; {5; 7; 9})-PBD is unknown,
and B is the set of values t≡ 15mod 20 for which we are unable to obtain a 5-MGDD
of type 7t . Throughout this paper, we shall frequently refer to these sets as A and B
without fully specifying them.
Note that for any 5-MGDD of type gt , either at least one of g; t≡ 1 (mod 4) or one
of g; t≡ 11 or 15 (mod 20) and the other ≡ 3 (mod 4): Since a 5-MGDD of type gt is
equivalent to one of type t g, we can therefore assume, without loss of generality that
either g≡ 1 (mod 4) or g≡ 11 or 15 (mod 20) and t≡ 3 (mod 4). We can also assume,
without loss of generality, that if g≡ 15 (mod 20) then t ≡ 11 (mod 20). Our main goal
in this paper is to prove the following theorem. Here and throughout this paper, bold
numbers indicate genuine exceptions.
Theorem 1.4. Suppose g; t are integers ¿5. If a 5-MGDD of type gt exists, then one
of the following 4 conditions is necessary (either immediately, or after the values g; t
have been reversed): (1) g≡ 1 or 5 (mod 20); (2) g≡ 9; 13 or 17 (mod 20); t≡ 0 or
1 (mod 5) and t ≡ 1 or 5 (mod 20); (3) g≡ 11 (mod 20) and t≡ 3 (mod 4) (4) g≡ 15
(mod 20) and t≡ 3; 7; 15 or 19 (mod 20). These conditions are su8cient for existence
of a 5-MGDD of type gt , except possibly in the following cases.
1. g6 for g∈{5; 9; 69; 77; 93; 105}:
2. g10 for g≡ 1 (mod 4); g =9; 13; 17; 29:
3. 9 t ; 77t ; for (a) t≡ 6 (mod 20); t =46 or (b) t ∈{30; 35; 36; 51; 56; 60; 70; 216; 296;
330; 350; 390; 630}.
4. 17t ; 29 t for t ∈{15; 20; 35; 40}:
5. 69 t for t ∈{6; 10; 15; 20; 35; 40}:
6. gt for g≡ 9; 17 (mod 20); g¿37; t=35:
7. 33t for t ∈{10; 11; 15; 16; 20; 35; 40; 50; 80}:
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8. gt for g≡ 13 (mod 20); g =33; t ∈{20; 35; 40}:
9. 51t for t≡ 3 (mod 4).
10. gt for g≡ 11 (mod 20); and t ∈{27; 39; 51; 59; 83; 87; 107; 167; 179; 563}:
11. 31t ; 71t ; 151t ; 331t ; 351t ; 391t ; 471t ; 631t for t≡ 3 (mod 4) and t ∈A\{11; 99;
111; 119; 131; 143; 191; 411}:
12. gt for g∈B\{35} and either t≡ 3; 7; 19 (mod 20) or t ∈B.
13. gt for g=35 and t≡ 3; 7; 15 or 19 (mod 20).
14. gt for g≡ 15 (mod 20); g =∈B; t≡ 3; 7; 15 or 19 (mod 20) and t ∈A\{99; 119; 143}.
2. Constructions
In order to describe our recursive constructions we require the notion of pairwise
balanced design (PBD). Let v and  be positive integers and K a set of positive
integers. A (v; K; ) pairwise balanced design ((v; K; )-PBD) is a pair (X;B) such that
1. |X |= v;
2. {|Bi|=Bi ∈B}⊂K ;
3. Every pairset {x; y}⊂X is contained in exactly  blocks.
When =1, we write (v; K)-PBD, and B(K) denotes the set of integers for which
a (v; K)-PBD exists. Further, if K = {k} then the (v; K )-PBD is called a balanced
incomplete block design and denoted by B(v; k; ). We denote by (v; K ∪{u∗})-PBD a
PBD of order v having blocks of sizes from K , plus one block of size u. u can belong
to K .
The following results on PBDs are most useful for us.
Lemma 2.1.
1. There exists a (v; 5; 1) BIBD for every positive integer v≡ 1 or 5 (mod 20)
[13].
2. There exists a (v; {5; k∗})-PBD for k =9; v≡ 9 or 17 (mod 20); v¿37; v 6 49,
and for k =13; v≡ 13 (mod 20); v¿53. Also, a (49; {5; 9})-PBD can be obtained
by adding an in5nite point to the groups of a 5-GDD(86) which exists [15,12].
3. There exists a (v; {5; 17∗})-PBD for v≡ 9 or 17 (mod 20); v¿69, except possibly
for v∈{77; 89; 137} [4,8].
4. Let v¿5 be an odd integer. Then there exists a (v; {5; 7; 9})-PBD if v =∈{11; 13,
15; 17; 19; 23; 29; 31; 33; 39;43; 51; 59; 71; 75; 83; 87; 93; 95; 99; 107; 111; 113; 115;
119; 131; 135; 139; 143; 167; 173; 183; 191; 195; 243; 283; 411; 563} [11].
5. A (v; {5; 6})-PBD exists if v≡ 0; 1 (mod 5); and v =∈{10; 11; 15; 16; 20; 35; 40; 50;
51; 80} [11].
Another way of constructing PBDs is the following obvious lemma.
Lemma 2.2.
1. If there exists a TD(k; m) then there exists a (km; {k; m})-PBD and a (km + 1;
{k; m+ 1})-PBD.
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2. If there exists a k-GDD of type mn then there exists a (mn; {k; m})-PBD and a
(mn+ 1; {k; m+ 1})-PBD.
Lemma 2.3. There exits a (v; {5; k})-PBD where k =10 if v≡ 10 (mod 20) and k =11
if v≡ 11 (mod 20) with the exceptions of v=30; 31; 50; 51; 70; 71; 150; 151; 230; 270;
330; 331; 350; 351; 390; 391; 470; 471; 630; 631.
Proof. From [15], a 5-GDD of type 10u exists for all odd u¿5 except possibly for
u=5; 7; 15; 23; 33; 35; 39; 47; 63. The result now follows from Lemma 2.2 for v =231;
271. For v=231; 271; start with a TD(5; t) for t=44; 54, respectively; then add 11
or 1 innite points and form a (55; {5; 11})-PBD (which exists by Lemma 2.2) on
each group plus the innite points. In addition for v=231, each of these PBDs should
contain 1 block on the 11 innite points; include this block once only.
A parallel class of a design is a set of blocks that partitions the point set. A design
is called resolvable if its blocks can be partitioned into parallel classes. In the sequel
we write RTD and RB with the appropriate parameters to denote a resolvable TD and
resolvable BIBD. The existence of a RTD(k; m) is equivalent to the existence of a
TD(k + 1; m). The following theorems can be found in [11] and references therein.
Theorem 2.4.
1. There exist a TD(5; 4) and a TD(5; m) with a parallel class of blocks for every
integer m¿5; m = 6; 10:
2. There exists a TD(6; m) for every integer m¿5; m = 6; 10; 14; 18; 22:
3. There exists a RTD(6; m) for every integer m¿7 with the possible exceptions of
m=10; 14; 15; 18; 20; 22; 26; 30; 34; 38; 46; 60; 62.
Theorem 2.5. For every prime power q, there exists a RTD(q; q).
The following are our main recursive constructions.
Lemma 2.6 (Assaf [5]). If there exists a (v; K)-PBD and if for every k ∈K there
exists a 5-MGDD of type gk , then there exists a 5-MGDD of type gv.
A k-GDD with a hole H, index unity and type (g; h)n is a quadruple (X;G;H;B)
where X is a nite set of order v and G= {G1; : : : ; Gn} is a partition of X into
g-subsets called groups.H= {H1; : : : ; Hn} is a collection of h-subsets such that Hi⊂Gi;




i=1 Hj, then B is a family of
k-subsets of X, called blocks, such that any pair of distinct elements x and y appears
in 1 block if x; y are not both in S2 and not both in the same group Gi.
Theorem 2.7. Suppose e=0 or 1 and 06u6m − 1. Suppose also, there exist (1) a
RTD(k; m) (2) a 5-MGDD of type kr+e (3) a 5-MGDD of type kuh+e (3) A holey
5-GDD of type (r+h; h)k and (4) a 5-GDD of type r k . Then there exists a 5-MGDD
of type krm+e+uh.
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Proof. Take a RTD(k; m) and inMate this design by a factor of r. On the parallel class
of rows we either append a new row of k points and construct a 5-MGDD of type
kr+1 or we just construct a 5-MGDD of type kr .
To each of u parallel classes of block size k, we append h rows of size k and
construct a holey 5-GDD of type (r + h; h)k where the hole is on the h rows we
appended. On the remaining parallel classes we construct a 5-GDD of type r k .
Finally, on the e+ uh rows we added, we construct a 5-MGDD of type ke+uh. It is
readly checked that the above constructions yields a 5-MGDD of type krm+e+uh where
e and u are as above.
A k-MGDD with a hole H , index unity and type (g; h)n is dened the same as we
dened a k-GDD with a hole H , index unity, and type (g; h)n with the diNerence that
a pair {x; y} of the same row appears in zero blocks.
Theorem 2.8. Let X=V ∪H where |V |= v and |H |= h and assume there exists a
(v + h; {5; k}∪ h∗)-PBD such that the blocks of size k form a parallel class on V
and the block of size h is on H . Further, assume there exists a 5-MGDD of type
(k + a; a)r and a 5-MGDD of type (h + a)r . Then there exists a 5-MGDD of type
(v+ h+ a)r .
Proof. Let R and A∗ be sets of sizes r and a, respectively; the required design will be
on (V ∪H ∪A∗)×R. For each block B∗ in the parallel class of size k, we construct a
5-MGDD of type (k + a; a)r on (B∗ ∪A∗)×R so that the hole is on A∗×R. For each
block B∗ of size 5 in the PBD, we construct a 5-MGDD of type 5r on B∗×R. Finally,
we construct a 5-MGDD of type (h+ a)r on (H ∪A∗)×R.
Theorem 2.9. Suppose m =6; 10 and there exist 5-MGDDs of types gu and gm+e where
e=0 or 1. Then there exists a 5-MGDD of type gmu+e.
Proof. Start with a 5-MGDD of type gu with points (i; j); i=1; : : : ; u; j=1; : : : ; g, groups
Gi = {(i; j): j=1; : : : ; g} and rows Rj = {(i; j): i=1; : : : ; u}. Let M be a set of size
m. Since m =6; 10, a TD(5; m) exists; for each block B∗ in the MGDD, construct a
TD(5; m) on B∗×M . For each group Gi, we then either construct a 5-MGDD of type
gm on Gi×M , or we adjoin a new group Gu+1 = {∞1;∞2; : : : ;∞g} and construct a
5-MGDD of type gm+1 on (Gi×M)∪Gu+1: Here ∞j will lie in the same row as the
points from Rj ×M . The nal design has groups Gi×m for i=1; : : : ; u; m∈M; plus
Gu+1 if e=1. For j=1; : : : ; g, its rows are Rj ×M plus an additional point, ∞j if
e=1:
The above theorem can be generalized as follows:
Theorem 2.10. Suppose there exist a k-MGDD of type ku and a 5-GDD of type mk .
Then if a 5-MGDD of type km+e exists, where e=0 or 1, a 5-MGDD of types kmu+e
also exists.
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The proof is similar to that for the previous theorem. Here we start with a k-MGDD
of type (ku) and inMate it using a 5-GDD of type mk . For the ll in process, we then
use a 5-MGDD of type km+e.
The application of Theorem 2.8 requires the existence of a (v+ h; {5; k}∪ h∗)-PBD
in which the blocks of sizes k and h form a parallel class. To construct such PBD we
need the following two theorems.
Theorem 2.11. Suppose u6m and there exist a resolvable 5-MGDD of type 5m plus
a 5-GDD of type 4ms1. Then there exists a (20m + 4u + s; {5; 20}∪ (4u + s)∗)-PBD
in which the blocks of size 20 together with the unique block of size 4u + s form a
parallel class.
Proof. In 5-MGDD(5m), let the groups of size 5 be Gi (i=1; : : : ; m) and the rows be
Rj (j=1; : : : ; 5). Let U and S be sets of sizes u and s, respectively. Add the points
in U to separate parallel classes in the MGDD; for each block B of size 5 or 6 in the
resulting design, form a 5-GDD of type 45 or 46 on Z4×B. For each row Rj, form
a 5-GDD(4ms1) on (Z4×Rj)∪ S. This gives a 5-GDD of type 20m(4u + s)1. Finally
form blocks of sizes 20; 4u+ s on the groups.
Theorem 2.12. Suppose u¡m − 1 and there exist a resolvable 5-MGDD of type 5m
plus a 5-GDD of type 4m−181. Then there exists a (20m+4u+4; {5; 20}∪ (4u+4)∗)-
PBD in which the blocks of size 20 together with the unique block of size 4u + 4
form a parallel class.
Proof. As in the previous theorem, start with a 5-MGDD(5m) with groups
Gi (i=1; : : : ; m) and rows Rj (j=1; : : : ; 5) and add the u points in U to separate
parallel classes. Let C be a block not in any of these parallel classes. For each block
B of size 5 or 6 (except C), form a 5-GDD of type 45 or 46 on Z4×B. Now let
S be a set of size 4 and for each row Rj, form a 5-GDD(4m81) on (Z4×Rj)∪ S;
here the group of size 8 consists of the points in Z4× (B∩C)∪ S: In addition, form
a 5-GDD of type 46 on (Z4×C)∪ S: This gives a 5-GDD of type 20m−1(4u + 4)1.
Finally form blocks of sizes 20; 4u+ 4 on the groups.
The application of the above two theorems require the existence of a 5-RMGDD of
type 5m and a 5-GDD of type 4ms1. Existence of a 5-RMGDD is equivalent to that
of a TD(6; m), while existence of a 5-GDD of type 4m−1s1 is equivalent to that of a
(v; {5; s + 1∗}-PBD and existence of a 5-GDD of type 4m(4(m − 1)=3)1 is equivalent
to that of a resolvable (4m; 4; 1)-BIBD. Hence, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 2.13. 1. There exists a 5-RMGDD of type 5m with the exceptions of
m∈{2; 3; 4; 6} and the possible exceptions of m∈{10; 14; 18; 22}.
2: There exists a 5-GDD of type 4m whenever m≡ 0; 1 (mod 5); m¿5.
3: There exists a 5-GDD of type 4m81 whenever m≡ 0; 2 (mod 5); m¿7; m =10:
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4: There exists a 5-GDD of type 4m161 whenever m≡ 0; 3 (mod 5); m¿13; m =15;
18; 30.
5: There exists a 5-GDD of type 4m41 whenever m≡ 0; 4 (mod 5); m¿4.
6: There exists a 5-GDD of type 4m(4(m− 1)=3)1 for m≡ 1 (mod 3):
Lemma 2.14. For v≡ 16 (mod 20); v¿116, there exists a (v; {5; 20}∪ h∗)-PBD for
h=16 except possibly when v∈{136; 216; 296; 376; 456}. Also, a (456; {5; 20}∪ h∗)-
PBD exists for h=76. Further, in these designs the blocks of sizes 20 and h form a
parallel class.
Proof. For v¿116; v =∈{136; 176; 216; 296; 376; 456}; the result follows from
Theorem 2.11 with m=(v − h)=20¿5; m =6; 8; 10; 14; 18; 22 and 4u + s=16: For
m≡ 0; 1; 2; 3; 4 (mod 5) take s=0; 0; 8; 16; 4, respectively, in Theorem 2.11. For m¿5;
m =6; 8; 10; 14; 18; 22, a 5-RMGDD of type 5m exists and so does a 5-MGDD of
type 4ms1 (for the given values of s) by the previous theorem. For v+ h=176, apply
Theorem 2.12 with m=8; u=3. Finally, For v + h=456, apply Theorem 2.11 with
m=19; s=4; u=18.
The next theorem is similar.
Lemma 2.15. For v≡ 12 (mod 20); v¿112, there exists a (v; {5; 20}∪ h∗)-PBD for
h=12 except possibly when v∈{132; 212; 292; 452}. Also, (v; {5; 20}∪ h∗)-PBDs exist
for v=292; 452 and h=52. Further in these designs, the blocks of sizes 20 and h
form a parallel class.
Proof. For v + h≡ 72 (mod 100); v + h¿172, take h=12 and apply Theorem 2.12
with m=(v − 12)=20, and u=3. For v∈{292; 452} we apply Theorem 2.11 with
m=12; 20; s=8; u=11; here h=4u + s=52: For other values of v, we have
(v − 12)=20 ≡ 3 (mod 5); here we can take h=12 and apply Theorem 2.11 with
m=(v − 12)=20; m¿5; m =6; 10; 14; 22. Here we take s=0; 0; 8; 4, respectively, for
m=0; 1; 2; 4mod 5 and 4u+ s=12.
Finally we close this section with a note about the notation used for constructing
MGDDs. In many cases to construct a 5-MGDD we construct a 5-MGDD with a hole.
In this case, we construct a set of quadruples that form a parallel class such that this
parallel class misses exactly one row (group). Further, whenever the rows and groups
are self-evident, we are not going to list them.
3. Incomplete transversal designs
Another notion that is used in this paper is incomplete transversal design or transver-
sal design with a hole. A TD(k; v)− TD(k; u) is a quadruple (X;G;Y; B) where X is
a set of kv points, G= {G1; G2; : : : ; Gk} is a partition of X into k groups of v elements
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each, Y is a set of ku points such that |Y ∩Gi|= u for 16i6k, and B is a set of
subsets of X called blocks, each containing exactly one element from each group such
that each pair {x; y} of elements from diNerent groups is either contained in Y (which
is called a hole) or occurs in a unique block of B but not both.
Let G be an abelian group of order n. A (n; u; ; &; k) quasi-diNerence matrix (QDM)
is a matrix Q=(qi; j) with k rows, c= (n + 2u − 1)& columns with the following
properties:
1. Each entry is either blank (usually denoted by —) or an element of G.
2. There are exactly  · u empty entries in each row, and at most 1 empty entry in
each column.
3. For any i; j; 16i; j6k, the multiset {qi; l − qj; l: 16i; j6c; qi; l; qj; l not empty}
contains every nonzero element of G times, and contains zero & times.
Theorem 3.1. If a (n; k; ; &; u) QDM exists and &6 then a TD(k; ; n+ u) exists.
The following lemma shows one relation between ITDs and MGDDs:
Lemma 3.2 (Yin et al. [15]). If a TD(6; 5t + 1) − TD(6; t) exists then so does a
5-MGDD of type 64t+1.
We now use Lemma 3.1 to obtain a number of incomplete TDs with k =6 and
=1:
Lemma 3.3. A TD(6; v)− TD(6; h) exists for the following values of v and h:
1. h=6 and v∈{30; 31; 35; 36; 40; 41; 45; 46; 50}:
2. h=5 and v∈{31; 36; 41; 46; 50; 51; 56}:
3. (v; h)∈{(55; 10); (56; 11); (76; 10); (81; 16)}:
Proof. For h=6 and v∈{31; 36; 41; 46}, solutions are given in Lemma 3.8 of [1]. For
the other values, use the arrays below. Each column (except possibly the last two)
generates 5 columns, by cyclically permuting the rst ve rows while leaving the sixth
row unaltered. One or both of the last two columns may generate only one column if
it is of the form (0; u; 2u; 3u; 4u; x)T where u is either zero or a multiple of (v − h)=5
and x is either zero or a blank entry. We then add these extra columns to give a
(v− h; h; 1; 1; 6)-QDM.
(v; h)= (30; 6):
0 --- --- --- --- --- --- 0
15 21 20 18 14 12 23 0
19 4 15 2 16 0 17 0
8 10 1 5 8 11 7 0
1 19 22 6 13 9 3 0
--- 0 0 0 0 0 0 ---
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(v; h)= (31; 5):
3 0 --- --- --- --- --- 0
7 5 23 9 24 10 1 0
4 7 6 8 16 22 11 0
12 20 20 2 19 18 17 0
13 9 5 21 14 25 15 0
0 --- 0 0 0 0 0 0
(v; h)= (35; 6):
28 0 --- --- --- --- --- --- 0
0 12 13 21 12 8 23 19 0
2 16 3 26 7 25 10 17 0
22 27 11 4 6 5 24 9 0
15 23 14 1 16 20 18 27 0
0 --- 0 0 0 0 0 0 ---
(v; h)= (40; 6):
6 19 0 --- --- --- --- --- --- 0
14 8 16 31 23 25 11 15 12 0
33 29 14 24 0 27 28 1 26 0
5 21 32 2 22 32 7 10 16 0
30 18 1 9 17 13 3 4 20 0
0 0 --- 0 0 0 0 0 0 ---
(v; h)= (41; 5):
12 34 11 0 --- --- --- --- --- 0
20 29 13 12 15 1 6 2 3 0
31 21 18 22 4 22 33 25 9 0
19 14 8 2 26 16 10 32 27 0
28 17 7 3 5 35 24 30 23 0
0 0 0 --- 0 0 0 0 0 0
(v; h)= (46; 5):
2 13 22 7 0 --- --- --- --- --- 0
8 26 1 28 1 15 38 25 34 21 0
11 17 6 39 17 19 5 18 24 20 0
29 32 35 36 4 4 30 40 16 37 0
31 27 3 9 11 14 12 23 10 33 0
0 0 0 0 --- 0 0 0 0 0 0
(v; h)= (50; 5):
43 9 36 12 3 0 --- --- --- --- ---
4 21 25 39 1 7 2 26 44 13 34
17 24 41 18 30 3 20 14 16 38 0
27 32 5 33 31 3 11 40 37 23 22
29 19 42 7 28 7 10 35 15 6 8
0 0 0 0 0 --- 0 0 0 0 0
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(v; h)= (50; 6):
13 33 10 9 0 --- --- --- --- --- --- 0
18 32 40 38 1 3 26 43 21 20 14 0
8 27 15 5 11 31 28 19 36 1 41 0
16 34 24 2 7 22 42 17 25 37 35 0
39 7 4 6 23 0 11 29 12 30 23 0
0 0 0 0 --- 0 0 0 0 0 0 ---
(v; h)= (51; 5):
2 45 40 27 39 0 --- --- --- --- --- 0
15 13 21 31 32 1 28 35 22 8 14 0
25 4 20 29 37 19 30 10 1 36 6 0
9 16 5 3 33 5 7 17 18 23 41 0
24 42 34 19 44 27 43 26 12 11 38 0
0 0 0 0 0 --- 0 0 0 0 0 0
(v; h)= (56; 5):
47 39 28 40 44 46 0 --- --- --- --- --- 0
15 19 22 38 50 25 1 10 41 34 20 13 0
24 14 8 30 26 43 16 17 49 18 1 9 0
11 7 42 2 23 4 7 5 48 32 29 31 0
37 36 12 35 27 6 27 16 33 45 3 21 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 --- 0 0 0 0 0 0
(v; h)= (55; 10):
30 0 0 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
27 2 7 44 6 2 21 9 20 4 12 18 11
16 5 1 3 28 23 38 1 26 42 10 29 41
36 13 17 13 24 37 19 34 8 33 35 7 31
15 0 1 22 43 5 14 17 39 0 40 25 32
0 --- --- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(v; h)= (56; 11):
0 0 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 0 0
17 19 2 17 33 44 39 23 27 10 25 37 11 0 36
26 2 7 4 41 6 14 36 12 8 3 18 42 0 27
3 36 1 15 20 5 35 38 30 24 43 21 22 0 18
4 3 28 29 26 40 19 31 34 16 13 9 32 0 9
--- --- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ---
(v; h)= (76; 10):
0 0 2 3 4 56 27 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 0
53 12 6 14 46 31 45 35 40 52 43 37 22 60 44 50 41 0
36 60 1 36 42 17 33 13 24 55 15 29 48 11 34 23 47 0
21 51 28 65 9 54 7 21 59 49 30 18 57 10 32 51 5 0
41 53 58 62 25 20 8 26 16 63 61 39 38 53 12 19 64 0
--- --- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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(v; h)= (81; 16):
0 0 0 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
42 37 47 61 60 14 23 26 58 16 5 51 52 32 21
43 20 51 45 27 20 25 6 55 37 22 11 50 17 33
37 8 12 35 43 38 49 2 3 18 8 41 53 12 40
57 60 56 34 62 7 59 29 36 10 1 4 44 48 54
--- --- --- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
--- --- --- --- 0 0
9 30 64 47 0 39
24 19 28 13 0 13
46 42 63 56 0 52
57 15 39 31 0 26
0 0 0 0 0 ---
Lemma 3.4. There exist a TD(6; 71)− TD(6; 14) and a TD(6; 146)− TD(6; 29).
Proof. These are obtained from (57; 14; 1; 0; 6) and (117; 29; 1; 0; 6)-QDMs. In each
case, let w be a given cube root of unity in Zv−h; we take w=7 for v − h=57 and
w=16 for v−h=117. Below we give some generating columns for these QDMs. We
then dene 3 automorphisms T1; T2 and T3 on these columns as follows:
T1(a; b; c; d; e; f)T = (w · c; w · a; w · b; w ·f;w ·d; w · e);
T2(a; b; c; d; e; f)T = (b; c; a; f; d; e); T3(a; b; c; d; e; f)T = (d; e; f; a; b; c):
We then apply this automorphism group to the columns below. In both cases, each
of the rst 2 columns generates 6 distinct columns and the others generate 18 each.
(v; h)= (71; 14):
--- --- --- --- --- ---
19 38 0 0 0 0
0 0 3 9 12 30
1 10 5 47 41 8
49 34 31 52 42 51
7 13 33 3 46 31
(v; h)= (146; 29):
--- --- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 38 37 44 69 8 45 1 3 72
39 78 17 28 49 16 61 70 32 87 13
1 2 26 46 23 64 115 39 35 60 11
22 44 50 80 97 77 53 82 102 101 92
16 32 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
Lemma 3.5. There exist a TD(6; v) − TD(6; h) for (v; h)= (20; 4); (101; 20) and
(151; 30).
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For (v; h)= (20; 4); let x be a primitive element of GF(16) satisfying x4 = x + 1.
Replace each column (a; b; c; d; e; f)T in the array below by the 4 columns (a + w;
b + w:x5; c + w:x10; d + w:x; e + w:x6; f + w:x11)T for w=0; 1; x5; x10: The result is a
(20; 4; 1; 1; 6)-QDM:
x13 x14 x2 — 0 1
x2 x13 x14 1 — 0
x14 x2 x13 0 1 —
— 0 x x13 x x8
x — 0 x8 x13 x
0 x — x x8 x13
For (v; h)= (101; 20); let x be a primitive element of GF(81) satisfying x4 = x3 + 1.
Multiply the following columns by 1; x4; x8; : : : ; x76. The result is an (81; 20; 1; 0; 6)-
QDM:
— 1 x6 x43 x45 x2
x61 — x16 x22 x59 x18
x75 x77 — x32 x38 x34
x54 x11 x13 — x48 x50
x64 x70 x27 x29 — x66
0 0 0 0 0 —
Similarly for (v; h)= (151; 30); let x be a primitive element of GF(121) satisfy-
ing x2 = 8x + 3. Multiply the following columns by 1; x4; x8; : : : ; x116. The result is an
(121; 30; 1; 0; 6)-QDM:
— 7x 6x + 2 6x + 7 5 x + 2
1 — 8x 10x + 7 10x + 8 9x + 7
2x + 6 9 — 6x 2x + 8 4x + 8
7x + 6 7x + 10 4 — 10x 3x + 6
2x 8x + 10 8x + 2 3 — 5x + 10
0 0 0 0 0 —
To conclude this section, we mention another recursive type construction for ITDs
given in [9].





v=mt + a + b. If there exists a TD(k + 2; t), a TD(k; m + ai + bj) − TD(k; ai) −
TD(k; bj) for 16i; j6m and a TD(k; b) then there exists a TD(k; v)− TD(k; a).
4. Existence results
Lemma 4.1. There exists a 5-MGDD of type 5m for all integers m¿5; m =6 with
the possible exception of m=10:
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Proof. Notice that a k-MGDD of type km is the same as TD(k; 1; m) with one parallel
class singled out. The result now follows from Theorem 2.4.
Lemma 4.2. (i) There exist 5-MGDDs of type 11t for t=11; 19; 23; 31; 43; 139; 5-
MGDDs of type 15t for t=23; 27; 31 and a 5-MGDD of type 317.
(ii) There exist 5-MGDDs of types 10p and 16p for p=9; 13; 17; 29.
(iii) There exist 5-MGDDs of types 117; 1113; 1115; 1117; 1129; 1513; 157:
Proof. For (i) see [14].
(ii) For 5-MGDDs of type 10p; p=9; 13; 17; 29 let X=(Z9 ∪∞)×Zp and let
B1 = {(∞; 0); (1; a); (2; b); (3; c); (5; d)}; B2 = {(0; 0); (3; e); (4; f); (6; g); (8; h)}, where
a; b; : : : ; h are given below. Multiply these blocks by (1; y) for y=− 1; 1 (when p=9)
and for y=1; u; u2; : : : ; u(t−1) where p=4t + 1 and u is a tth root of unity in GF(p)
in the other cases. Then cycle the resulting blocks mod (9; p).
p a b c d e f g h
9 1 6 4 2 3 2 1 6
13 1 2 8 4 7 5 4 9
17 1 2 7 3 6 4 9 11
29 1 2 13 8 1 10 27 2
For 5-MGDDs of type 16p where p=9; 13; 17 or 29 let X=GF(16; x4 = x + 1)×
GF(p) and let B1 = {(1; a); (x3; b); (x6; c); (x9; d); (x12; e)} where a; b; c; d; e are given
below. Let y be a primitive root of unity in GF(p). Multiply B1 by (x5i ; y2j) for
i=0; 1; 2; j=0; 1; : : : ; (p− 5)=4. Then cycle the resulting blocks mod (16; p).
p a b c d e
9 0 1 2 2y y + 2
13 0 1 2 11 8
17 0 1 8 2 5
29 0 1 4 16 6
The irreducible polynomial for GF(9) is y2 − 2y − 1.
(iii) For type 117, let X=(Z2×Z33)∪H11 = {hi: 06i610}: Groups are {(0; i);
(0; i+11); (0; i+22); (1; i); (1; i+11); (1; i+22); hi} for 06i610, and rows are {(i; j);
(i; j+3); (i; j+6); : : : ; (i; j+30)} for i=0; 1; j=0; 1; 2 together with H11. Base blocks
are given below. Cycle them mod (−; 33) but replace h0 by hj when adding any point
(x; y) with y≡ jmod 11 to any of the rst 5 base blocks.
{h0; (0; 1); (0; 2); (0; 27); (1; 14)}; {h0; (0; 14); (0; 19); (1; 21); (1; 28)};
{h0; (0; 29); (0; 31); (1; 15); (1; 23)}; {h0; (0; 10); (0; 26); (1; 8); (1; 31)};
{h0; (0; 17); (1; 2); (1; 16); (1; 18)}; {(0; 0); (0; 10); (0; 29); (1; 6); (1; 26)};
{(0; 0); (0; 20); (1; 23); (1; 24); (1; 28)}:
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For type 1113 let X=Z143. Then take the following blocks mod 143:
{0; 3; 9; 40; 70}; {0; 1; 15; 25; 126}; {0; 2; 51; 56; 85};
{0; 4; 12; 75; 120}; {0; 7; 50; 69; 97}; {0; 16; 36; 57; 95}:
For a 5-MGDD of type 1115, let X=Z165. Then cycle the following blocks mod 165:
{0; 2; 5; 9; 25}; {0; 1; 57; 81; 126}; {0; 6; 32; 59; 73}; {0; 8; 36; 94; 104};
{0; 12; 43; 64; 115}; {0; 13; 42; 91; 131}; {0; 17; 35; 54; 117}:
For 5-MGDDs of type 11p where p=17; 29; let X=Z11×Zp. For y=9i ; 06i6
(p−3)=2, the base blocks to be cycled mod (11; p) are {(1; 15y); (3; 0); (4; y); (5; 11y);
(9; 14y)} for p=17 and {(1; 10y); (3; 0); (4; y); (5; 13y); (9; 22y)} for p=29.
For a 5-MGDD of type 1513; let X=(Z14 ∪{∞})×Z13. Multiply the 3 blocks below
by (1; y) for y=1; 3; 9 and cycle the resulting blocks mod (14; 13):
{(∞; 0); (0; 1); (1; 2); (2; 4); (5; 7)}; {(0; 0); (1; 10); (7; 12); (9; 9); (11; 3)};
{(0; 0); (1; 7); (6; 8); (8; 1); (11; 6)}:
For a 5-MGDD of type 157; let X=((Z2×Z7)∪{∞})×Z7. Cycle the following
blocks mod(−; 7; 7):
{(∞; 0); (0; 1; 5); (0; 6; 6); (1; 1; 4); (1; 5; 1)}; {(∞; 0); (0; 6; 4); (0; 3; 2); (1; 1; 5); (1; 0; 3)};
{(∞; 0); (0; 3; 1); (0; 0; 3); (1; 3; 2); (1; 6; 6)}; {(1; 0; 0); (1; 2; 3); (1; 1; 6); (1; 4; 1); (1; 6; 2)};
{(0; 0; 0); (0; 3; 1); (0; 1; 3); (1; 4; 4); (1; 5; 5)}; {(0; 0; 0); (0; 6; 2); (0; 1; 6); (1; 1; 4); (1; 6; 5)};
{(0; 0; 0); (0; 6; 6); (0; 2; 3); (1; 1; 2); (1; 3; 4)}; {(0; 0; 0); (0; 6; 3); (0; 2; 2); (1; 5; 4); (1; 2; 6)};
{(0; 0; 0); (0; 4; 4); (0; 6; 5); (1; 5; 2); (1; 4; 6)}:
4.1. The case g≡ 1; 5 (mod 20) and t =6; 10
Lemma 4.3. There exists a 5-MGDD of type gt for all g¿5; g≡ 1; 5; mod 20 and
t¿5; (g; t) =(5; 6) with the possible exception of (g; t)= (5; 10):
Proof. A (g; 5; 1) BIBD exists for any g≡ 1; 5mod 20; further, if t =6; 10; then there
exists a 5-MGDD of types t5. Therefore, by Lemma 2.6, we can obtain 5-MGDDs of
type t g (or gt) for t¿5; t =6; 10.
Remark 4.4. The case t=6 will be mentioned again later in Theorem 4.6. For t=10,
the four known 5-MGDDs of type g10 are for g=9; 13; 17; 29; these are given in
Lemma 4.2.
4.2. The case g≡ 1 (mod 4) and t=6
Theorem 4.5. There exist holey 5-GDDs of types (20; 4)6; (24; 4)6; (28; 4)6 and
(32; 4)6.
Proof. For holey 5-GDDs of types (20; 4)6; (28; 4)6 and (32; 4)6, take TD(6; m)’s for
m=5; 7; and 8, respectively, and then for each block B∗ in this design construct a
5-GDD of type 46 on Z4×B∗. Then delete one sub-5-GDD of type 46.
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For a holey 5-MGDD of type (24; 4)6; take a TD(6; 7), and delete one block to
obtain a {5; 6}-GDD of type 66. For each block B∗ in this design, we construct a
5-MGDD of type 45 or 46 on Z4×B∗. Finally, delete one sub-5-GDD of type 46.
Theorem 4.6. There exist 5-MGDDs of type g6 for all g≡ 1mod 4, except for g=5,
and possibly for g=9; 69; 77; 93; 105.
Proof. For g¡113, and g=117; 121 let g=4u + 1 and apply Theorem 3.2. The
required TD(6; 5u + 1) − TD(6; u)’s can be found in [2] for u=5; 6; 8; 12, in [10]
for u=4; 10; 18; 22, in [9] for u=3; 7; 9; 13; 15; 25; 27 and in Lemmas 3.3, 3.4, 3.5
for u=11; 14; 16; 20; 29; 30. For u=21; 24; TD(6; 106) − TD(6; 21) and TD(6; 121) −
TD(6; 24) are obtainable by Lemma 3.6 since 106=12× 7 + (21=7:3) + 1 and
121=12× 8 + (24=8:3) + 1. The required TD(6; 15) − TD(6; 3) is given in [3]; for
TD(6; 16)− TD(6; 3)− TD(6; 1) see [9].
For g¿113; g =117; 121 we can write g= rm + uh + e where m is a value for
which a RTD(6; m) exists as indicated in Theorem 2.4, r ∈{16; 20; 24; 28}; h=4;
u∈{0; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7} and e=1. For these values of r; a 5-GDD(r6) exists from [15];
therefore the result follows from Theorem 2.7 with these values and k =6. Note that
u=1; 2 are not feasible since then uh+ e is 5 or 9 and we do not have 5-MGDDs of
type 65; 69.
4.3. The case g≡ 9; 13; 17 (mod 20)
We rst treat the cases g=9 and g=13.
Lemma 4.7. 1: There exist 5-MGDDs of type 9 t for t ∈{10; 11; 15; 16; 20; 31; 40; 46; 55;
71; 75; 76; 80; 95; 96; 100}.
2: There exists a holey 5-MGDD of type (23; 3)9.
Proof. For t=10; 16 the result follows from Lemma 4.2. For t=11, let X=Z99. Then
take the following blocks (mod 99):
{0; 1; 3; 8; 43}; {0; 4; 24; 34; 53}; {0; 6; 21; 68; 82}; {0; 12; 25; 51; 83}:
For t=31, let X=Z9×Z31. Multiply the following 2 blocks by (1; 5i) for 06i66
and cycle the resulting 12 blocks mod (9; 31):
{(0; 0); (1; 15); (3; 7); (8; 20); (7; 29)}; {(0; 0); (4; 10); (6; 13); (3; 12); (8; 6)}
For t=15 or 20, let X=Z9(t−1) ∪ (H9 = {h0; h1; : : : ; h8}). Then take the following
blocks mod 9(t− 1), but replace h0 by hi when adding any value ≡ imod 9 to the rst
two base blocks:
t=15:
{h0; 1; 3; 6; 13}; {h0; 7; 11; 50; 107}; {0; 58; 71; 79; 104};
{0; 17; 23; 52; 67}; {0; 1; 20; 61; 95}; {0; 11; 49; 73; 89}:
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t=20:
{h0; 3; 13; 28; 50}; {h0; 6; 71; 88; 137}; {0; 24; 55; 97; 111};
{0; 1; 3; 151; 167}; {0; 8; 58; 101; 127}; {0; 11; 46; 94; 107};
{0; 28; 79; 132; 165}; {0; 12; 41; 71; 103}:
For t=40, let X=(Z39 ∪{∞})×Z9. Let:
B1 = {(∞; 0); (0; 6); (3; 1); (9; 4); (27; 7)},
B2 = {(13; 3); (26; 6); (2; 2); (32; 8); (5; 5)};
B3 = {(10; 0); (11; 5); (12; 3); (14; 7); (22; 2)};
B4 = {(7; 0); (15; 1); (17:3); (31; 7); (33; 8)}:
Multiply B1; B2 by (1; 1); (1;−1)mod (39; 9); also multiply B3; B4 by (1;±1);
(16;±4) and (22;±7). Then cycle the resulting 16 blocks mod (39; 9).
For t=46; 55; 71; 75; 76; 80; 96 notice that the following PBDs all exist by Lemma 2.2:
a (46; {5; 10})-PBD, a (55; {5; 11})-PBD, a (71; {5; 15})-PBD, a (75; {5; 15})-PBD, a
(76; {5; 16})-PBD an (80; {5; 16})-PBD, a (96; {5; 20})-PBD and a (100; {5; 20})-PBD.
Now the result follows from Lemma 2.6.
For t=95 apply Theorem 2.10 with k =9; m=5; e=0 and u=19.
For a holey 5-MGDD of type (23; 3)9 let X=Z180 ∪ (H27 = {h0; h1; : : : ; h26}). Cycle
the blocks below (mod 180), but for t=0; 9; 18; 06i68, replace ht by ht+i when
adding any value ≡ i (mod 9) to the rst 6 blocks:
{h0; 6; 25; 41; 49}; {h0; 12; 26; 64; 74}; {h9; 7; 29; 41; 78};
{h9; 10; 49; 66; 125}; {h18; 1; 7; 48; 123}; {h18; 13; 44; 59; 101};
{0; 30; 114; 125; 127}; {0; 103; 106; 129; 173}; {0; 1; 33; 102; 152};
{0; 5; 73; 94; 98}:
Theorem 4.8. There exist 5-MGDDs of type 9 t for t≡ 0; 1 (mod 5) with the possible
exceptions of t≡ 6 (mod 20); t =46; and t=30; 35; 36; 51; 56; 60; 70; 216; 296; 330; 350;
390; 630:
Proof. For t≡ 1; 5 (mod 20) the result follows from Lemma 4.3. For t≡ 10; 11 (mod 20)
there exists a (t; {5; k}; 1)-PBD where k =10 if t≡ 10 (mod 20) and k =11 if t≡ 11
(mod 20) with the possible exceptions of t=30; 31; 50; 51; 70; 71; 150; 151; 230; 270; 330;
331; 350; 351; 390; 391; 470; 471; 630; 631: Now apply Lemma 2.6.
For t=50 apply Theorem 2.9 with g=9; u=10; m=5 and e=0: For other values
of t6100, see the previous lemma. For t=150 apply Theorem 2.9 with g=9; u=10;
m=15 and e=0. For t=230; 270; 470 apply Theorem 2.10 with k =9; m=10; e=0
and u=23; 27; 47, respectively. For t=151; 331; 351; 391; 471; 631 apply Theorem 2.8
with k =20; r=9; a=3 and h=8. Note that (v+h; {5; 20}∪ 8∗)-PBDs for v+h=148;
328; 348; 388; 628 are obtainable by using Theorem 2.11 with m=7; 16; 17; 19; 23; 31;
s=8; 0; 8; 4; 0 and 4u + s=8. For v + h=468, this PBD is obtained by Theorem
2.12, with m=23; u=1. In addition, the required 5-MGDD of type 119 and holey
5-MGDD of type (23; 3)9 are given in Lemma 4.7. For t≡ 16 (mod 20), note that
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v=16; 76; 96 were solved in the previous lemma. For t¿116; v =136; 216; 296; 376,
we apply Theorem 2.8 with k =20; r=9; a=0; h=16 and v= t − h. Note that the
required (v+ h; {5; 20}∪ 16∗)-PBDs were constructed in Lemma 2.14.
For t=136 and 376 apply Theorem 2.9 with (g; m; u)= (9; 9; 15) or (9; 15; 25) and
e=1.
For t≡ 15 (mod 20); t¿115; t =135; 215; apply Theorem 2.8 with k =20; a=3;
h=12 or 52, and v= t − h. The required (v + h; {5; 20}∪ h∗)-PBDs were constructed
in Lemma 2.15. For t=135; 215; apply Theorem 2.10 with k =9; m=5; e=0 and
u=27 or 43.
Theorem 4.9. There exist 5-MGDDs of type gt ; for g=13; 17; 29; t≡ 0; 1 (mod 5);
t¿5 with the possible exceptions of 13t for t=20; 35; 40 and 17t ; 29 t for t=15; 20;
35; 40.
Proof. For t=6, the result was given in Theorem 4.6. For t=10; 11; 16 and
(g; t)= (13; 15), see Lemma 4.2.
For t≡ 0; 1 (mod 5); t¿15 and t =16; 20; 35; 40; 50; 51; 80, a (v; {5; 6}; 1)-PBD exists
by Lemma 2.1. Hence the result follows by Lemma 2.6.
For t=50; 51, apply Theorem 2.9 with g=13; 17 or 29; u=10; m=5 and e=0
or 1, respectively. For t=80 apply Theorem 2.9 with g=13; 17 or 29; u=5; m=16,
and e=0.
Theorem 4.10. Let g≡ 9; 17 (mod 20) be a positive integer. Then there exists a
5-MGDD of type gt for all t≡ 0; 1 (mod 5) with the possible exceptions of:
1. 9 t ; 77t for t≡ 6 (mod 20); t =46, and for t=6; 30; 35; 36; 51; 56; 60; 70; 216; 296;
330; 350; 390; 630:
2. 69 t for t=6; 10; 15; 20; 35; 40.
3. gt for t=35.
4. gt for g=17; 29 and t=15; 20; 40.
Proof. For g=9; 17; 29, see Lemmas 4:8 and 4:9. Now we consider g¿37. For t≡ 0; 1
(mod 5) we observe that t ∈B({5; 6}) if t = 10; 11; 15; 16; 20; 35; 40; 80. On the other
side there exist 5-MGDDs of types g5 and g6 for all g≡ 9; 17 (mod 20); g¿37; g =69;
77 by Lemma 4.6. Therefore, we can apply Lemma 2.6 to obtain a 5-MGDD of
type gt ; g≡ 9; 17 (mod 20); g¿37; g =69; 77 and t≡ 0; 1 (mod 5) with the possible
exceptions of t=10; 11; 15; 16; 20; 35; 40; 80. In addition, 5-MGDDs of type 69 t (or t69),
exist for t≡ 0; 1mod 5; t =6; 10; 15; 20; 35; 40, by Lemma 2.6, since 69∈B({5; 17})
and 5-MGDDs of types t5; t17 exist for these values of t. Similarly, 5-MGDDs of type
77t exist for all t≡ 0; 1 (mod 5); t¿10 such that a 5-MGDD of type 9 t exists, since a
(77; {5; 9})-PBD exists and a 5-MGDD of type 5t exists for these values of t.
Finally, for g≡ 9; 17 (mod 20); g¿37, 5-MGDDs of types g11; g15; g16; g20; g40; g80 can
be constructed as follows: First note that g∈B({5; 9}) by Lemma 2.1. Next, there exist
5-MGDDs of types m5 and m9 for m=11; 15; 16; 20; 40; 80. Applying Lemma 2.6 now
gives a 5-MGDD of type mg (or gm).
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Theorem 4.11. There exists a 5-MGDD of type gt for all g≡ 13 (mod 20) g¿33, and
t≡ 0; 1 (mod 5) except possibly in the following cases:
1. gt for (g; t)= (93; 6),
2. gt for t ∈{10; 20; 35; 40}, and (g; t) =(13; 10),
3. gt for g=33 and t ∈{10; 11; 15; 16; 20; 35; 40; 50; 51; 80}.
Proof. For g=13; t =20; 35; 40 the result was established in Theorem 4.9. For g¿33;
g =93, and t=6, the result is proved in Lemma 4.6. Now consider the case g¿53:
here we have g∈B({5; 13}). Further, for t≡ 0; 1 (mod 5); t =6; 10; 20; 35; 40, we have
5-MGDDs of types 5t ; 13t . Hence for these values, we can apply Lemma 2.6 to obtain a
5-MGDD of type gt (or t g). For g=33 and t≡ 0; 1 (mod 5) we observe by Lemma 2.1
that t ∈B({5; 6}) with the possible exceptions of t ∈{10; 11; 15; 16; 20; 35; 40; 50; 51; 80}.
Applying Lemma 2.6 therefore gives a 5-MGDD of type 33t for these values of t.
4.4. The case g≡ 1; 5 (mod 10) and t=7
Lemma 4.12. There exists a holey 5-MGDD of type (23; 3)7.
Proof. Let X=Z2×Z70 ∪H21= {h0; h1; : : : ; h20}. The required base blocks are:
{(0; 0); (0; 2); (0; 5); (0; 11); (1; 6)}; {(0; 0); (0; 16); (0; 17); (1; 8); (1; 32)};
{(0; 0); (0; 43); (1; 12); (1; 30); (1; 41)}; {(0; 0); (0; 13); (1; 2); (1; 24); (1; 47)};
{(0; 0); (0; 29); (1; 23); (1; 55); (1; 67)}; {(0; 0); (0; 39); (1; 9); (1; 17); (1; 22)};
{(0; 2); (0; 26); (1; 45); (1; 46); h0}; {(0; 4); (0; 59); (1; 55); (1; 64); h0};
{(0; 1); (0; 48); (1; 30); (1; 47); h0}; {(0; 2); (0; 10); (1; 20); (1; 47); h7};
{(0; 1); (0; 34); (0; 53); (1; 37); h7}; {(0; 5); (1; 32); (1; 36); (1; 38); h7};
{(0; 2); (0; 27); (1; 15); (1; 52); h14}; {(0; 1); (0; 33); (0; 45); (0; 67); h14};
{(1; 2); (1; 18); (1; 33); (1; 69); h14}:
Cycle these mod (−; 70), but for 06t66, replace hi (i=0; 7; 14) by hi+t when
adding any value (x; y) with y≡ t (mod 7) to the last 9 blocks. For any i; hi lies in the
same group of size 23 as (0; i); (1; i); (0; i+7); (1; i+7); (0; i+14); (1; i+14); : : : ; (0; i+
63); (1; i + 63).
Theorem 4.13. There exists a 5-MGDD of type g7 for g≡ 1; 5 (mod 10) with the
possible exceptions of g=51 or g∈B.
Proof. For g=11; 15; 31 see Lemma 4.2.
For g≡ 1; 5 (mod 20) the result is given in Lemma 4.3.
For g≡ 11 (mod 20) there exists a (g; {5; 11}; 1)-PBD by Lemma 2.3 for g =31; 51;
71; 151; 331; 351; 391; 471; 631. Hence by applying Lemma 2.6, we can obtain a
5-MGDD of type 7g (or g7). For g=71, we can also apply Lemma 2.6, since a
(71; {5; 15} PBD exists by Lemma 2.2.
For g=151; 331; 351; 391; 471; 631, we can construct (v + h; {5; 20}∪ 8∗)-PBDs for
v + h=148; 328; 348; 388; 468; 628 where the blocks of size 20 form a parallel class
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with the block of size 8. (For v+h =468; this is done by applying Theorem 2.11 with
(m; s)= (7; 8); (16; 0); (17; 8); (19; 4); (31; 0), respectively, and 4u + s=8. For
v + h=468, apply Theorem 2.12 with m=23; u=1.) Now apply Theorem 2.8 with
v= g− 11; k =20; a=3 and h=8.
For g=55; 75; 275; applying Lemma 2.6 gives a 5-MGDD of type 7g (or g7) since
55∈B(5; 11); 75∈B(5; 15) and 275∈B(11; 25).
For g≡ 15 (mod 20); g¿115; g =135; 215 apply Theorem 2.8 with k =20; a=3;
r=7; h=12 and v= g − 15. The required (v + h; {5; 20}∪ 12∗)-PBDs come from
Lemma 2.15.
4.5. The case g≡ 11; 15 (mod 20) and t≡ 3 (mod 4)
In this section, we frequently refer to the sets A and B given after Lemma 1.3. Here,
we rst consider the case g=11:
Theorem 4.14. There exists a 5-MGDD of type 11t for t≡ 3 (mod 4); t¿5 with the
possible exceptions of t ∈{27; 39; 51; 59; 83; 87; 107; 167; 179; 563}.
Proof. For t=7; 11; 15; 19; 23; 31; 43; 139 see Lemma 4.2. If t¿5 is an odd integer and
t =∈A then there exists a (v; {5; 7; 9})-PBD. But 5-MGDDs of types 115; 117; 119 exist.
Hence the result follows from Lemma 2.6.
Next, note {71; 75; 111; 115}⊂B{5; 15; 23} by Lemma 2.2, {131; 191; 411}⊂B{5; 11}
by Lemma 2.3; also 99∈B{9; 11}; 119∈B{7; 17} and 143∈B{11; 13} by Lemma 2.2.
Further 195∈B{5; 15}, since a 5-GDD of type 1513 exists [15]. For these values of t,
the result now follows from Lemma 2.6.
For t=95 apply Theorem 2.9 with g=11; u=5; m=19 and e=0.
For t=135 apply Theorem 2.9 with g=11; u=9; m=15 and e=0.
For t=183 apply Theorem 2.9 with g=11; u=13; m=14, and e=1.
For t=243 apply Theorem 2.9 with g=11; u=11; m=22; and e=1.
For t=283 apply Theorem 2.10 with k =11; m=6; e=1 and u=47. Note that a
5-GDD of type 611 exists [15].
Theorem 4.15. Let g≡ 11 (mod 20) be a positive integer. Then there exists 5-MGDD
of type gt for all t¿5; t≡ 3 (mod 4) with the possible exceptions of
(1) g =∈{31; 51; 71; 151; 331; 351; 391; 471; 631} and t ∈{27; 39; 51; 59; 83; 87; 107;
167; 179; 563}.
(2) g=51.
(3) g=31; 71; 151; 331; 351; 391; 471; 631 and either t ∈A\{11; 99; 111; 119; 131; 143;
191; 411} or t=35.
Proof. First suppose g≡ 11 (mod 20); g =∈{31; 51; 71; 151; 331; 351; 391; 471; 631}. Then
g∈B({5; 11}) by Lemma 2.3. On the other hand if t¿5; t≡ 3 (mod 4) and t =∈{27; 39;
51; 59; 83; 87; 107; 167; 179; 563}, then there exist 5-MGDDs of type t5 and t11. Hence
Lemma 2.6 gives a 5-MGDD of type t g (or gt).
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It remains to consider the cases g=31; 71; 151; 331; 351; 391; 471; 631 and either
t ∈{11; 99; 111; 119; 131; 143; 191; 411} or t =∈A; t =35:
If t =∈A and t =35, then t ∈B({5; 7; 9}) and we have 5-MGDDs of types g5 (by
Lemma 4.1), g7 (by Theorem 4.13) and g9 (by Theorem 4.8). So the result follows
from Lemma 2.6. For t=11; 111; 131; 191; 411, a 5-MGDD of type gt is equivalent to
one of type tg which has just been constructed. Finally, note that 99∈B{9; 11}; 119∈B
{7; 17} and 143∈B({11; 13}). Since 5-MGDDs of type gu (or ug) have already been
constructed for g=31; 151; 331; 351; 391; 471; 631; u=7; 9; 11; 13; 17 the result again
follows from Lemma 2.6.
We now treat the case g≡ 15 (mod 20); t≡ 3 (mod 4) and t ≡ 11 (mod 20):
Theorem 4.16. Suppose g≡ 15 (mod 20) is a positive integer, t¿5; t≡ 3 (mod 4), and
t ≡ 11 (mod 20): Then there exists a 5-MGDD of type gt except possibly for
1: g =∈B; and either t=35 or t ∈A\{99; 119; 143}:
2: g∈B\{35} and either t≡ 3; 7; 19 (mod 20) or t ∈B;
3: g=35.
Proof. First suppose g =∈B; t =∈A and t =35. Then t ∈ B({5; 7; 9}); further, there exist
(1) 5-MGDDs of type g5 for all g¿5; g = 6; 10, (2) 5-MGDDs of type g7 for all
g≡ 5 (mod 10); g =∈B, and (3) 5-MGDDs of type g9 for g≡ 5 (mod 10); g =35: So
Lemma 2.6 gives us the required 5-MGDDs of type gt .
If g∈B then g =∈A. If further g =35; t≡ 15 (mod 20) and t =∈B, then 5-MGDDs of
type gt (or t g) were obtained in the previous paragraph.
Finally, for g =∈B; t=99; 119; 143, note that 99∈B{9; 11}; 119∈B{7; 17} and
143∈B{9; 11}. Here the result follows by applying Lemma 2.6.
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